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ontinuous evolution and research with
special care and attention to details 

and the achieving of technical solu-
tions, simple but functional, that guarantee 
its clients a product of the highest quality, are
the strong points of Keraglass. The com-
pany, based in the Italian region of Emilia, is
well-known and esteemed for its tempering
furnaces, which include 12 oscillanting fur-
naces and 7 continuous furnaces for flat glass,
other than bending systems, able to satisfy
worldwide demand. 

Each client, in fact, receives the same care
and attention to his specific requests, resulting
in systems that are studied and developed so as
to supply the machine the most suitable to his

production needs and availability of space.
Each furnace is, therefore, “made-to-measure”
and this personalization guarantees the same
client a safe investment aimed at ensuring an
immediate and lasting return.

With so many different glass types and
sizes of glass sheets, it is important

for a glassmaker to have the possibility
of choosing the right furnace. 

In this article, Keraglass explains 
how it deals with the many different
demands of its clients, with regards 
to production needs and availability 

of space, with its range of oscillanting
and continuous furnaces, as well as

screen printing equipment.

Davide Guidetti*
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78 PRODUCTION PHASES
The phases of development and configuration

are followed directly by those of planning and
realization by the Technical Office, that works
according to specific procedures that Keraglass
has set up in order to guarantee the highest stan-
dards for both quality and performance.

Once the furnace has been installed, the
client is immediately able to verify, at a glance,
the low consumption of electrical energy, thus
making the products manufactured more com-
petitive. This careful planning and fulfilment are
based on a few efficacious concepts:
- there is no waste of thermal energy: insula-

tion is made possible by means of panelling
with treated ceramic fiber and printed ceram-
ic, able to withstand temperatures up to
1,250°C. This temperature, however, is never
really reached by the system (the working
temperature is, in fact, about 700°C), but, in
this way, perfect and unlimited insulation is
ensured, with the advantage that the heating
chamber will always remain perfectly clean
and without dust;

- the energy used in the heating phase is opti-
mized to the utmost, thanks to static electrical
switches (SCR), controlled directly by a PLC
that, in turn, interfaces with the supervision
PC. Moreover, the heating chamber is divid-
ed in a matrix way and each single element
can be commanded separately, enabling the
operator to formulate any kind of heating
curve, with the possibility of regulating the
temperature and power in each and every

area; as well as the times and speeds of range; 
- no wasting of energy in the tempering phase;

each duct and each part is studied and opti-
mized to guarantee the best air flow.
Moreover, the ventilator is commanded by a
motor with continuous current, so as to
enable the regulation of each rotation and
also ensure the correct and precise amount of
air as per the thickness and dimensions of
each product.

Further highlights
Keraglass’ furnaces have independent belts,

that enable the perfect control of the position of
the glass, avoiding any mechanical backlash,
other than the possibility, during cleaning and
maintenance, of removing the rolls without hav-
ing to dismantle even a bolt or a belt. Other
important characteristics for operators are the
hollow silica rolls, the stainless steel plates that
protect the lower resistances from possible frag-
ments of glass, the cataphoresis treatment of the
blowers, the belt for the removal of waste glass,
and so on.

In order to simplify and speed up tempering,
a scanner has been installed between the heat-
ing and tempering sections. This instrument
carries out, at each passage of material to be
processed, a complete thermograph of the
pieces that make up the batch. The image
obtained enables to verify at a glance the 
temperature of the glass sheets in each part and
to carry out the needed corrections immediate-
ly. Information regarding previous batches is
stored so that the temperature of each piece, up

to a tenth of a degree, can be traced in any
given moment.

PRE-CONVECTION CHAMBER
For more demanding clients, who want

products with the highest possible quality,
Keraglass has manufactured its pre-convection
chamber. This section has the same dimension

as the main radiance chamber, but uses a
system of forced convection to pre-

heat the glass sheets. Once
the glass has been
adequately processed,
it is transferred to the
main chamber that,
thanks to a system of
electrical resistances

Oscillanting
tempering
plant
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arranged as a matrix, enables to
take the glass homogeneously
to the temperature required for
tempering. With this system,
heating times are reduced, both
for float glass, as well as for
glass of “new generation” such
as low-E, but, above all, it is
possible to obtain a product with
excellent optical quality, perfect for
today’s market.

This considerable flexibility enables the
client to treat any kind of glass, both at the time
of acquisition, as well as in the future, with
reduced operational costs, and, therefore, mar-
ket competitiveness.

OTHER MACHINERY
Keraglass, however, does not only supply

tempering furnaces, but also has a complete
range of screen printing and roller coating
machines. Among this range, the machine that is
more appreciated for its reliability, is the Power
Dry 220 dryer. Created with Keraglass’ experi-
ence in tempering furnaces, Power Dry 220
stands out for its crown wheel and pinion move-
ment and for its ceramic rolls, that, together,
make up a transport system with maintenance
costs that are almost non-existent. The internal

lining, ducts and ventilators for the recirculation
of air in stainless steel enable constant quality,
without oxidization or corrosion caused by the
fumes emitted by the enamels and/or paints.

Another special feature of Keraglass’ screen
printers, which have endless possibilities of regu-
lation combined with ease-of-use, is their ability
to guarantee repeatability in design to a tenth of a
millimetre and job changeover in 15 minutes.

Focussing more and more on details,
Keraglass continues to offer its clients high
quality machines and systems, with the aim of
facing and overcoming together the challenges
of the future. ■
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